USS Delphyne 10004.10

Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::In the ready room::

FCO_Nichols:
::tries to find Lefler to leave the wreckage::

CSO_KBeth:
::At Sci Station 1 on Bridge trying to penetrate storm::

MO_Lea:
::Checks Commander Wall's condition one more time then stands up::  CIV: Do you have a large amount of piloting experience?

CIV_McLeod:
::at console, changing sensors over to scan the storm::

CTO_Psion:
::On the bridge::

Nicke:
ACTION: the storm has centered around the wreckage area

OPS_Lynam:
::At console, tracking comm. signals::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Report!

Nicke:
ACTION: sensors pick up the Tsaikovsky

CIV_McLeod:
MO: Well, I've piloted the Delph a few times, and I used to do the Jupiter run for my uncle.


CSO_KBeth:
CTO:This storm is centered around the AT....there is no way that it is random..

CNS-Jiosa:
::sits in chair across from the CO::

MO_Lea:
*CO*: Sir, Commander Wall is unconscious.       CIV: All right then, you are our pilot for now.

CO_Grant:
CNS: I wanted to talk to you for two reasons

FCO_Nichols:
::finds CEO unconscious on the floor::

Nicke:
ACTION: the AT downloads the last log entries of the survivors

CNS-Jiosa:
::nods waits for more::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: U.S.S Tsaikovsky at the edge of sensor range.

OPS_Lynam:
::Scans storm area for possible controlling signals or transmissions::

MO_Lea:
<Nurse Rynle> ::In sickbay, replicating more doses of medicine::

TO_Hawkes:
::Scans Tsaikovsky::

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Lea: Acknowledged, you have command of the Platte for the time being.

CIV_McLeod:
MO: Okay.  If we go in, I hope it's a less bumpy ride than the Europa

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Hail the Tsaikovsky.

CO_Grant:
COMM:PLATTE:Dr.LEa: Handle it , proceed with the mission and keep us abreast of future results

FCO_Nichols:
::puts padds and tricorder into her bag::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: AYe sir

MO_Lea:
@CIV:  Can you establish any sensor lock on the Europa's team?

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Information regarding the storms is needed.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::at Eng Station going over the runabouts modifications::

TO_Hawkes:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: This U.S.S Delphyne. Good to see you.

CO_Grant:
CNS: THe last time we were at this place, we were lucky to escape with our crew members that were on AT.

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: Negative.  The storm is too severe to penetrate

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Attempt to regain a lock on the away team.

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: I was able to read some of the reports not a pleasant place

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:Information is limited, but I think if I adjust the forward sensor array to emulate the polarization I can get through

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Acknowledged.

CO_Grant:
CNS: Most of the crew that was here and still here are not happy to be here. This place is frustrating. It bruises our egos.

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: Yes sir. Would it be possible to strengthen either a comm signal or our sensors through the Delphyne, the Platte, and the worker Bee by the Europa's location to acheive a lock?

FCO_Nichols:
@::checks CEO for injuries but finds none::

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Make it so.

OPS_Lynam:
::Works the transporter controls::

SCI_Redfield:
::checks the probes::

FCO_Nichols:
@~~Psion~~: Can you hear me?

CIV_McLeod:
*CSO* This is the Platte.  I'm going to start transmitting our sensor information on the storm::

OPS_Lynam:
::Attempts to lock onto the AT::

CSO_KBeth:
::starts the process of re-aligning the sensor::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Enter the planet's lower atmosphere.  Let's try a visual sweep of the area.

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  What do you think about linking our communications via relay?

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: It should be interesting how this second attempt turns out

MO_Lea:
<nurse Rynle>::Sets the vials into a tray and place them by sickbay's main entrance for ease of pick up::

TO_Hawkes:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: This U.S.S Delphyne. Please respond.

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Might work, probably not though.  But since that's what the Platte is there for then we'll try.

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: All right.  Be prepared for a bumpy ride. Locking in course

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Acknowledged.

FCO_Nichols:
@Bridges: Can you read me?

CIV_McLeod:
@::starts descending towards planet::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
SO: have your probes keep a watch on those storms

MO_Lea:
@::Sits down and literally holds tightly to her chair::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Make the necessary modifications.

CO_Grant:
CNS: It was the only time that I recall that we failed to complete something. Now Starfleet sends us back to this seemingly horrible place. Some of us are going to be nervous are jumpy here

FCO_Nichols:
@~~Psion~~: Do you hear me?

ENG_Bridges:
@*FCO*: aye I can, what is happening?

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Lea:  We will attempt a signal relay, make the necessary modifications to your vessel.

TO_Hawkes:
::Scans Tsaikovsky::

Tsaikovsky:
#::adjusts course to put it's more sensitive Science related sensors towards the oncoming storm::

CTO_Psion:
~~Nichols~~  Affirmative.  Status?

OPS_Lynam:
::Routes comm signals to the Platte::

SCI_Redfield:
Mac: aye, I'll send you anything I get

CSO_KBeth:
::Recieves information from Platte and starts to readjust the starboard sensor::

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: We are descending toward the lower atmosphere of the moon attempting to achieve a visual lock on the shuttle..  Understood, modifications will be effected.

FCO_Nichols:
@*Bridges*: I need your help.  Lefler just passed out.  I can't move him on my own.

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: This crew is very capable I am sure they will solve the mystery this time

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Tsaikovsky is not responding to hails sir.

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Platte: Dr. lea we are sending our comm signals through your systems to boost the signal to the planet.

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Do we have any lock on the worker Bee that went down with the Europa?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Keep hailing them.

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:Ready to try and penetrate the storm

CO_Grant:
CNS: Please keep an eye out for anyone buckling under the pressure.

CIV_McLeod:
::hits a patch of turbulence:: @MO:sorry about that.

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye, aye sir.

ENG_Bridges:
@*FCO* : aye on my way! ::puts on environ suit and exit the Europa::

FCO_Nichols:
@~~Psion~~: Are you able to get us out of here?  Lefler's unconscious.

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  With due haste K'Beth

TO_Hawkes:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: This U.S.S Delphyne. Please respond.

MO_Lea:
@*OPS*: Understood.  ::Reroutes extra power to the comm and attempts to localize the signal.  Is shaken only slightly from the turbulance::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::makes a few adjustments on the runabouts modifications::

FCO_Nichols:
@::pulls tricorder out of AT medkit::

USS_Tsakovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: What?

CTO_Psion:
~~Nichols~~ Not presently.

CTO_Psion:
~~Nichols~~  Data transfer status?

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: I will for as long as I am here and I will pass on this information to Ensign Duarte, she will take my spot until another Counselor is assigned

CSO_KBeth:
::Starts to boost the power to the forward sensor array::

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: Have any of the telepathic members of the crew been able to communicate with the Europa's complement?

FCO_Nichols:
@~~Psion~~: What are you reading up there?  The data transfer is done.  We were going to try for the core but Lefler is down.

CO_Grant:
CNS: Thank you and that brings up subject two. Your transfer.

ENG_Bridges:
@*FCO*: I'm about 5 minutes away from your position

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: Here we go.  I'm going to try and punch through this storm as quickly as possible.  It's still going to be pretty hairy

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Report our status to the Tsaikovsky.

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:FCO: Lieutenant, can you hear us. Please respond.

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:I have found the AT.  Boosting power to for communications

MO_Lea:
CIV: Understood.  Let's go!

FCO_Nichols:
@*ENG*: Hurry, I'm getting some really weird readings from Lefler.

CO_Grant:
CNS: I want you to know that your service on board the Delphyne is appreciated. I am sorry to lose such an excellent officer to another ship. They better realize what a prize they are getting

Nicke:
ACTION: AT picks up static communication and sends reply

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Lea: Affirmative.  The away team is well for now.  What are your communications picking up?

CTO_Psion:
::Hears static::

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: You're pretty good with those orders, you oughta try for a XO slot. ::Grin::

CIV_McLeod:
@::moves ship into storm at full impulse:: @MO: I hope our sensor information is getting to the Delpyne.

ENG_Bridges:
::arrives at wreckage:: @FCO: whats up with the Chief?

USS_Tsakovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: Was there something you needed us to respond to specifically, Delphyne?

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: Actually, I was considering hailing the moon.

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends Tsaikovsky the sensor logs, comm logs and a quick situation report.::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  That is irrelevant during this situation.

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: Thank you sir, my time onboard the Delphyne while short has been pleasurable and meaningful, I won't soon forget this ship

SCI_Redfield:
::checks his probes:;

FCO_Nichols:
@::stands:: @COM:Delphyne: Do you hear me?

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Lea:  Explain...::Intrigued::

USS_ Tsaikovsky:
#::downloads Delphyne sensor logs, comm logs, and a quick situation report::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
Redfield: has your probes picked up anything?

TO_Hawkes:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: Just glad to see you. We have an AT stuck on the planet, and could use your help.

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Status of the storms' convergence’s.

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:FCO: Yes, I hear you, you're broken but readable.  What is your status?

USS_Tsaikovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: Understood.   Anything we can do to assist, we're here Delphyne.

SCI_Redfield:
Mac: nope nothing, the storms must be blocking their relays

OPS_Lynam:
TO: Inform the Captain we have contact with the surface.

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: The storms have converged over the last known position of the AT.

CO_Grant:
CNS:Then let us finish here and return to the bridge. Don't forget to finish these crew evaluations before you leave. New counselor might as well start with a fresh slate

TO_Hawkes:
OPS: Sure Brett.

CIV_McLeod:
@::mutters a curse as he hits the storm.::  @MO: systems appear to be functioning normally

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: The storms appear to form at will in specific locations.  Perhaps they are sentient or the defense system of a race we are not aware of? If that is so, a low risk experiment would be to attempt to establish contact with the intelligence behind it and simply ask them to allow us to leave with our crew and lost equipment.

CO_Grant:
::hands a padd to CNS::

TO_Hawkes:
*CO*: Sorry to interrupt, but we have comm with the surface now.

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:OPS: Download complete...Lefler...unconscious...attempt to leave surface?

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Tsaikovsky:  We are attempting to define the nature of the storms on the planet.  Do your sensors indicate anything unusual?

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO: whats up?

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: Yes sir as soon as my transfer to the Europa was confirmed I began to transfer my stuff to ENS Duarte ::takes PADD, reads it over::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Good. ::Swivels her chair around and does a double check on the systems. Tries to pinpoint the location of any lifesigns on the planet::

CO_Grant:
*TO*: Be there shortly

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
Redfield: aye ::turns and hits the console in disgust::

USS_Tsakovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: Our sensors indicate multiple points of origins for the storms 'currents' along with multiple minor energy signatures within the storm at the molecular level.

CO_Grant:
CNS: Let us return to bridge now

TO_Hawkes:
*CO*: Aye sir.

CO_Grant:
::gets up and moves through doorway back to bridge::

CSO_KBeth:
::Starts to scan the storm on the cellular level::

FCO_Nichols:
@Bridges: Lefler's having some sort of reaction to the storm.

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Can you scan for those 'currents' ?

CNS-Jiosa:
::stands and exits to the bridge::

CIV_McLeod:
@::brings the ship through the thickest part of the storm:: @MO: I'm getting faint signals from the surface.  It appears to be the Europa

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:FCO: Roger that, prepare to lift off.

FCO_Nichols:
@::gives additional dose of innoculant to Lefler::

CO_Grant:
CTO,OPS:Status?

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Great!  Can we verify that they are signals from the Europa and not another ghost transmission?

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:Already scanning...but there seems to be some sort of regularity in the storms ionic pulses

FCO_Nichols:
@Bridges: We'd all better get an extra dose of this stuff.

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO: let's get him out of here. I'll put him over my shoulders and we'll get back to the Europa and get back to the Delphyne. We have enough data I think

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Communications established with the Tsaikovsky.  Limited communications established with FCO Nichols.

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Psion, I'm picking up some strange readings.  The AT is preparing to leave the surface, data from the wreck is downloaded.  At is standing by, one casualty.

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:OPS: Trying to move lefler back to the Europa.

CTO_Psion:
CO: In addition Lefler and Wall are injured.

TO_Hawkes:
CTO<CSO: Can we interrupt or overload that pattern if need be?

OPS_Lynam:
::Begins enhancing the new signals, trying to clear them up::

FCO_Nichols:
@::pulls hyronaline compound out of bag and administers it to Lefler::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Will their shuttle withstand the forces of the storms?

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: one moment...I believe that it is the Europa.  You might be able to reach them on the COMM

CSO_KBeth:
TO:I think if we try to analyses them first...they may be some form of communication.

CNS-Jiosa:
::sits in her chair::

CO_Grant:
CTO: limited comm with AT on ground? Have they picked up all the pieces yet ?

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::finishes his modifications and send the new data to each reflector shields..one to the Europa and the other to the Platte::

FCO_Nichols:
@::adds injection of tri-ox compound:: @Bridges: There, I can't do anymore for him here.  Let's get him to the runabout.

MO_Lea:
@::Kneels down a moment by commander Wall to check his condition. Administers another dose of the inoculate, treats herself, and hands the hypo to McLeod before standing again:: CIV: Have another dose. I will try.

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Has the information been downloaded?

MO_Lea:
@::Sits at the comm console and attempts so open a channel with the FCO::

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:MO_Lea: Can you read me?

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: I don't know.  We don't know what damage it suffered on the way in.  We have partial communications with Lt. Nichols, we could ask.

ENG_Bridges:
@::throws Lefler over his shoulders:: @FCO: let's go

MO_Lea:
@*FCO*: Got you!  Yes, I read you. What are your co-ordinates?

TO_Hawkes:
::Monitors the storm, the 2 runnabouts and the Tsaikovsky on the Tac console::

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: all right.  Let me put us into a holding position.  ::takes the hypospray and quickly uses it, then goes back to manual control::

CTO_Psion:
*CO*:  The away team has downloaded all data but the physical artifacts are beyond salvage due to the storms.  Shall I order the AT back?

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: What were your thoughts on my last hypothesis?

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Lea:  Do so.

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Yes, the data has been retrieved.

FCO_Nichols:
@*MO*: Can't read you clearly.  Lefler's down, we are taking him back to the runabout.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
CO: I made a few more modifications to the deflector shields of the Europa and Platte. They were uploaded successfully

FCO_Nichols:
@::grabs supplies and follows Bridges back to the runabout::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: As soon as we get co-ordinates from Nichols, set in a course for her location.  Try to avoid...what ever they did not avoid.

TO_Hawkes:
::Compares Tsaikovsky's signature with known specs for Tsaikovsky::

MO_Lea:
@*FCO*:  What is his status?

CO_Grant:
ENG: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Lea:  The Europa may be making an ascent.  Be ready to provide support if they encounter turbulence.

OPS_Lynam:
::Continues to analyze the patterns.  Runs it through the translator just for fun.::

MO_Lea:
@*CTO*: Yes sir.

CSO_KBeth:
::runs the patterns through the computer::Computer analyses and tell me if they any kind of communication...

CNS-Jiosa:
::thinks it be fitting to take the Europa to the Europa::

ENG_Bridges:
@::exits the wreckage::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Recall the ground AT but Platte should remain in orbit for now

CIV_McLeod:
@::chuckles softly:: MO: I'll do my best.  Plotting a course

Nicke:
<computer> working............

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Nichols:  Do you read?

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:*MO*: I can't give you a complete description.  The storm is playing havoc with the tricorders.

CSO_KBeth:
::Starts humming the song "Life Form" that was made popular by Commander Data while waiting for the computer::

CO_Grant:
OPS,SCI: it sounds like you have more data on these storms. Any luck making sense of the data? Are there any recurring patterns that might imply intelligence mechanical or otherwise?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: There seems to ba a pattern of sorts, the computers chewing on it now.

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:*CTO*: I read you now.

FCO_Nichols:
@::arrives back at the runabout::

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: We've arrived at a position over the Europa.

MO_Lea:
@::Takes  deep breath and opens a broad band comm chanel toward the moon's surface, wondering what her academy classmates would think of her talking with a piece of rock:: Moon: This is Julian Lea..would you please disperse your storms around our crew members so that we may retrieve them?

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  FCO:  Flight status?

FCO_Nichols:
@Bridges: Put him down here.

CSO_KBeth:
CO:There is definately a regular pattern.  I think it might be some kind of communication

ENG_Bridges:
@::enters the Europa and lays Lefler on the med stations bed and secures him::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Are they flight-capable?

CO_Grant:
OPS,SCI: acknowledged

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:*CTO*: We just arrived at the Europa.  I'm checking to see if we can get out of here on our own power.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Has any data been shared with the Tsaikovsky?

ENG_Bridges:
@::takes off his suit:: FCO: let's get out of here

USS_Tsaikovsky:
#::comes out the other side of the subspace cloud it passed through::

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: scanning.  I can't  quite make out the readings.

FCO_Nichols:
@::hands Bridges the medkit::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: yes sir, all data up to their arrival has been sent to them.  They are monitoring the situation themselves now.

ENG_Bridges:
@::takes the medkit::

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  FCO:  Make sure all your concerns are addressed before attempting lift off.

MO_Lea:
@::Decides to ask the officer aboard the Europa:: *FCO*: Is the Europa flight-capable?

FCO_Nichols:
@Bridges: Keep your eye on him.  I'm checking the controls.  Is everything set to get out of here?

CSO_KBeth:
::Thwaps side of computer for taking so long on analysis::

MO_Lea:
@::Tries to localize sensors on the moons planet to detect any change in the pattern::

TO_Hawkes:
::Monitors storm pattern in relation to Surface AT. Readies Emergency transport protocols::

FCO_Nichols:
@~~Psion~~: I thought I'd take off then worry about my concerns!!!  Sorry, I know what I'm doing my friend.

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::retrieves the specially modified probe which collected a sample of the storm stellar material::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::brings the Deflector shields on the Delphyne back online:: CO: our deflector shields were offline for a bit, but I got it back online

Nicke:
<Computer> no known match found

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Anger will only impede your logic K'Beth.  Do not take your aggressions out on the computer.

CO_Grant:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: This Captain Grant, If we pull our resources together we might be able to affect this odd pattern in the storms to allow my AT's to leave.  Perhaps even shut down the ghost transmissions. What do you think?

Nicke:
<computer> still searching...

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: if worse comes to worse, we can transport the crew of the Europa here and come back for the shuttle

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO:aye

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:*MO*: I'm checking now.  I will let you know if we need you down here.

Nicke:
<computer> ::translates pattern:: ::small growls are heard::

USS_Tsaikovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: Captain Grant, the Tsaikovsky stands ready to serve in any capacity.

MO_Lea:
@::Notes a change in the pattern. Wonders if it is in relation to her attempts to communicate::

CTO_Psion:
~~Nichols~~  Noted.  Apologies offered for any offense.

CO_Grant:
ENG: acknowledged, good work

TO_Hawkes:
::Looks at SCI station with concern. ::

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:We have data coming in from the pattern...it appears to be ....growling?

MO_Lea:
@Moon: Can you understand us, or communicate with us?

OPS_Lynam:
::Hears the "translated" message::  CSO: What is that?

CO_Grant:
OPS: Can you run that through universal translator

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::smiles:: CO: thank you sir

CTO_Psion:
::Growling?  That would indicate primal communication::

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::begins a translation matrix on the incoming message::

CO_Grant:
SCI: Compare that odd message to known computer languages as well

TO_Hawkes:
::Eyes the bright, shiny 'Fire' button::

CSO_KBeth:
OPS:It sounds like a targ when I pull it's bone away.

MO_Lea:
@*FCO*: Let us know as soon as you are certain, one way or another.  We can beam you up if necessary...

OPS_Lynam:
CO: This IS translated sir.  Sounds like a Collie to me.

FCO_Nichols:
@::checks all sensors and stations::

USS_Tsakovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: Our computer has been able to discern a mathematical constant to that transmission ..... prime numbers.

CSO_KBeth:
::wonders what a Collie is::

CO_Grant:
COMM:Tsaikovsky: Thank you, that is interesting

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: No, you may be right, it definitely has Targish qualities.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
COMM: Bridges: I made some more modifications to the deflector shields, you should get out of the storms without any trouble

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Intriguing.  K'Beth may have a working hypothesis.

CO_Grant:
OPS: can you compose a message from prime numbers that is the equivalent to "sleep mode"

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:PLATTE: We will be leaving the planet surface in one minute.  The sensors here are pretty scrambled.  Can you see anything I should be aware of?

Nicke:
ACTION: as the Europa begins to take off the storm moves slowly away from the wreckage site

ENG_Bridges:
@COMM: Mac: understood   @FCO: Mac says he made a few more mods to the deflector shields and we should get with no problems

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::extends a powerful transmitter array and broadcasts prime numbers back towards the storm::

CO_Grant:
CTO,SCI: What idea ?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: You mean like the Borg sleep mode, that will take awhile.

TO_Hawkes:
::Locks transporters onto AT signal. In case::

MO_Lea:
@COM: Eupopa: Well, watch out for the tail winds.

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:Delphyne: We are about to leave the planet.  Any orders before we leave?

CIV_McLeod:
@::sends his path to the Europa:: @MO: that path should take them safely out of danger

CTO_Psion:
CO:  If the planet is sentient or is inhabited by sentience, perhaps a data download will occupy it while our AT lifts off.

TO_Hawkes:
CO: The storm has moved away from the AT.

FCO_Nichols:
@*Bridges: You all set?

CSO_KBeth:
CO:It sounds like a targ...I think it wants us to go away.  It wants the wreckage for it's own.

SCI_Redfield:
CSO: my probes picked up information that the storms had subsided when the Europa left the wreckage

Nicke:
ACTION: as the Tsaikovsky transmits its signal toward the storm it seems to break up into the smaller storms first noted

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Good job.  Can we stay nearby and follow them up?

CO_Grant:
COMM:EUROPA: DOn't do anything to antagonize the moon

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::switches to transmitting integers and then chemical formuli::

FCO_Nichols:
@::Glances over her shoulder at Lefler's unconscious form::

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO: let's get out of here!

MO_Lea:
@*FCO*: We will accompany you on your assent.

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:Delphyne: Like what sir?

OPS_Lynam:
::Looks at Grant::  "Antagonize the moon"?

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: we certainly can.  I'll keep a lock on their crew for transporters, just in case.

MO_Lea:
@*CO*: Yes sir.. I hope speaking to it was not antagonistic?

CTO_Psion:
OPS: Have the storms subsided enough for the Europa's flight?

CSO_KBeth:
COMM:_28USS_Tsakovsky:Try _sending an apology....tell it that we are sorry...

TO_Hawkes:
::Monitors the storms and the Europa::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Oh yes, great idea.

CO_Grant:
COMM: Platte: I hope you are monitoring the ascent of the Europa. Also monitor the effect of the transmissions from Tsaikovsky. We need a  good bunch of logs here

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Yes Psion, it appears so.  The storm is breaking up as we speak.

CTO_Psion:
CO: Shall we order them to ascend?

CO_Grant:
CTO: YEs, ascend

FCO_Nichols:
@::fires thrusters and heads off of the surface::

MO_Lea:
@*CO*: Yes sir.  On our way.  ::Begins to monitor comm channel of the Tsaikovsky::

CO_Grant:
OPS: yes , we don't want to antagonize this moon. We seem to rub it the wrong way

CIV_McLeod:
@::hears the comm and makes slight adjustments to the sensors::

CO_Grant:
SCI: Are we still getting those ghost transmissions?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Track the Europa and Platte.

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors the signal exchange between Tsaikovsky and the moon, records it for later study::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye sir. Tracking

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:PLATTE: Smooth so far.  Do you see anything from up there?

CSO_KBeth:
CO:They are dissipating in proportion to the shuttles leaving

CTO_Psion:
SCI:  What can you gather from the transmissions?  Where are the transmissions being recieved?

Nicke:
ACTION: the ghost signals seem to have been caused by old sos signals sent from the surface and trapped in the " ionic' atmospheric storms

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: seems to be clear sailing.  I'm patching a data stream to them to alert them to problems::

CO_Grant:
CSO: acknowledged, if they go away then so can we

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:They are old SOS signals...they appear to have been trapped in the storms for years.

MO_Lea:
@COM: Europa: Nothing to note.  The bad weather seems to have cleared up.

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO: Lefler is stable right now

FCO_Nichols:
@::clears planet surface::

CIV_McLeod:
@::follows Europa::

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  How could trapped signals exhibit responses to data transmissions?

FCO_Nichols:
@::sighs relief:: Bridges: Good.  Stay with him.

CO_Grant:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: Your broadcasting to the moon seems to have helped. Good work

MO_Lea:
@::Glances at McLeod for affirmation as to when they have cleared the moon::

USS_Tsakovsky:
#COM: Delphyne: Thank you, Captain.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::begins a diagnostic level 2 on the ships critical stations::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Are we stable?

OPS_Lynam:
COMM: Tsaikovsky: Looks like you have a first contact situation here.  Congratulations.

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:I believe I have an answer for that.  Our scans and transmissions are disrupting the storms long enough for a few of the signals to 'escape'

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: We're looking good. ::smiles:: I think we'll be okay.

FCO_Nichols:
@::approaches location of the Europa::

FCO_Nichols:
::Platte::

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:PLATTE: Hi Lea, shall we go home?

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::tries to intensely scan the surface while SO's set up a visual communication method::

MO_Lea:
@::Nods. Slips to the deck and opens her medkit::

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO: we need to get back to the Del soon, I have very limited medical skills

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Platte: When the Europa has cleared follow the ship back to the Delphyne.  Remain in a supportive posture.

FCO_Nichols:
@ENG: We're on our way.

TO_Hawkes:
::Continues monitoring tactical displays of all ships and objects in the area::

CO_Grant:
CTO: good point , I was about to ask you to send that order

MO_Lea:
@*CO*: Can you establish a transporter lock on Commander Wall and Commander Lefler? They are injured and will require immediate sickbay facilities.

ENG_Bridges:
@FCO: good! ::smiles::

MO_Lea:
*CTO*: Understood.

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:Delphyne: We have cleared the moon surface and are on our way to rendezvous with the Platte.

MO_Lea:
*FCO*: Yes, Let's get back to the Delphyne.

CTO_Psion:
SCI:  Would there be a method for the complete dissipation of the signals?

CO_Grant:
COMM:PLATTE:Dr.LEa: It would be best if you flew everyone back to the ship

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
<Computer> diagnostics finished, systems are operational at 100%

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::begins attempts to use bright lights in patterns to communicate with the storm::

CO_Grant:
COMM:PLATTE: We don't want to risk the transporters

CO_Grant:
OPS: OPen the shuttle bay doors

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: We;

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:PLATTE: Let's get home quickly, Lefler is still unconscious.

MO_Lea:
@::Sighs and looks down at her insufficient medkit supplies:: *CO*: Understood.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir::

CIV_McLeod:
@MO:Shouldn't take too long getting in

FCO_Nichols:
@::increases speed toward the Delphyne::

OPS_Lynam:
::Opens bay doors, initiates landing procedures.::

MO_Lea:
@COM:Europa: Absolutely.

CTO_Psion:
*MED*  Prepare for casualties.

CIV_McLeod:
@::follows Europa::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
CO: my diagnostics on critical are at 100%, but I will still need to check them personally

CO_Grant:
*MED*: Please send a team to shuttlebay one , incoming wounded from runabouts Europa, and Platte

FCO_Nichols:
@::approaches the Delphyne::

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Every second quicker he arrives in sickbay, ::Motions to Wall:: the easier and more sure my job in the infirmary is..

CO_Grant:
OPS: Direct the runabouts to come to shuttlebay one

CSO_KBeth:
CTO: Actually, if we boost the forward sensor array and flood the storm with rapid bursts of radio frequencies..it should disipate the old signals.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.]

ENG_Bridges:
@COMM: as soon as we dock, I have Lefler ready and needing your expertise

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:Delphyne: Europa to Delphyne please prepare for our arrival.

ENG_Bridges:
<MO:>

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Platte/Europa: Runabouts you are cleared for Bay one.  Advise when aboard.

MO_Lea:
@COM: Bridges: I will be ready.

CO_Grant:
eng: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
CO:  There may be a method for disrupting the signals, shall we implement it?

MO_Lea:
@CIV: Time 'til docking?

TO_Hawkes:
::Watches as the runnabout blips approach and merge with the Del's blip::

FCO_Nichols:
@COMM:PLATTE: Follow us in.

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::gets no response from the attempts to communicate with flashes of light ... ::

CIV_McLeod:
@MO: Acknowledged, Doctor.  ::smiles:: You are a credit to your profession, with that attitude  ::maneuvers shuttle into bay:: MO:We'll be in in a minute

MO_Lea:
@COM: Delphyne: Are full medical teams waiting in the shuttle bay?

FCO_Nichols:
@::slows to thrusters only and enters shuttle bay #1::

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Lea:  Affirmative.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
CO: permission to go to Shuttle Bay1?

MO_Lea:
<Nurse Rynle>::Dashes into the shuttle bay with the rest of the medic teams two and five::

CIV_McLeod:
@:: enters shuttle bay and slows down to land::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Well, science isn't my strong suit but I think that anything we do to the moon's atmosphere might adversely effect the life forms.

MO_Lea:
@::Nods to herself::

FCO_Nichols:
@::lands and disengages engines::

FCO_Nichols:
::thrusters::

CO_Grant:
CTO: hold off until we recover our crew, then send a probe or a group of probes to transmit necessary signals to make sure the soses are gone

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Acknowedged.

FCO_Nichols:
::jumps out of seat and goes to Lefler's side::

CIV_McLeod:
@ ::sets shuttle down:: MO: you're all clear ::begins final check of systems before disengaging them::

FCO_Nichols:
Bridges: Get a medic team in here, please, quickly.

OPS_Lynam:
::Closes bay doors::

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::continues with audio greetings and friendship messages transmitting out of the ships massive transmitter array::

MO_Lea:
@::Still holding tightly to a nearby console with one hand.  Picks everything up, places it in the medkit, stands.:: CIV: Thank you.  ::Opens the shuttle door and calls out:: Medteam 2: Get in here stat!

ENG_Bridges:
*MO*: we need you in the Europa, quick!

CSO_KBeth:
::starts to input the radio frequency needed to disrupt and dissipate the storms, while humming the theme from Close Encounters::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Has the docking sequence been completed?

CIV_McLeod:
::does final shut down and exits shuttle::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
CO: Sir awaiting your permission to go to Shuttle Bay1?

MO_Lea:
<Nurse Rynle> Medteam 5: Into the Europa, now.  ::accompanies the team into the Europa, opens her tricorder, and begins scans on the fallen crewman:: FCO: What happened?

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Yes.  Both Runabouts are aboard.

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Can I have a copy of that 'growl from the surface?

FCO_Nichols:
MO: I don't know.  We separated to increase our time on the download.  When I got back to him, he was unconscious.

CO_Grant:
OPS: COmpile a quick synopsis of what has transpired. Send the report to Starfleet Command, Ghost transmissions should not bother anyone anymore.

CO_Grant:
ENG: You are excused

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::launches a full sensor suite into the storm's thickest area::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Nichols:
MO: I gave him injections of hyronoline, tri-ox, and the inoculate.

MO_Lea:
::Grabs the tools from the medtray and begins a careful scan as the medteam carefully lifts Wall onto a stretcher::

CSO_KBeth:
TO:Sure it sounded like this::growls and grins as copy is sent to TO's station::

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Thanks.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
CO: aye sir ::quickly heads into the TL::  TL: shuttle bay 1 and hurry!

USS_Tsakovsky:
#::Science reports scans of the surface are able to identify the ship as the SS Agressa::

OPS_Lynam:
::Compiles a brief packet of data and reports and sends it to SF.::

TO_Hawkes:
::Compares the growls with audio files of the downes ship's crew's voices::

CIV_McLeod:
::sees that medical situation is in hand.  Begins to do an exterior scan of the shuttle::

FCO_Nichols:
Rynle: He's never regained consciousness.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
*repair crews* report to shuttle bay 1 and hurry

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Are our transporters able to lock on the wreckage now that the signals are 'occupied'?

MO_Lea:
<Nurse Rynle>: FCO: Good.  Medteam 5: Up!    <two members of Medteam>::Lift Lefler  onto the stretcher and begin rolling it down the corridor and into the turbolift:: TL: Deck seven.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
<Duty Eng> Mac: aye sir, I'll have repair teams 1 and 2 down there pronto

CO_Grant:
CTO: Leave what little is left on the moon as monument to those that died on the moon.

FCO_Nichols:
::goes with the medteam, holding onto Lefler's hand::

MO_Lea:
Medteam 2: Let's go. ::Pushes the stretcher toward the shuttle bay exit, down the corridor, and into TL 2:: TL: Deck seven.

CIV_McLeod:
::sticks finger in a number of holes in the ship's hull:: self: ouch

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: negative, the ionization is still dispersing the beams.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
:TL arrives at shuttle bay , and Mac quickly exits::

FCO_Nichols:
@Mac: Sorry, I did my best to keep her in one piece.

TO_Hawkes:
::Adjusts the growl soundtrack for atmospheric distortion, and compares the samples again::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
Nichols: it's ok, you got her back safely, that all it matters!

MO_Lea:
<Rynle and medteam 5>::Exit the Turbolift and run into sickbay::   <Medteam>::Hoist Lefler onto a biobed::  <Rynle>::Activates the biobeds scanners::

CSO_KBeth:
OPS: Try sending these ::sends the radio frequencies to OPS station::These should penetrate the ionization

CIV_McLeod:
::sees mac enter:: Mac: there's some minor damage, but nothing a bit of caulking and polish won't cure

ENG_Bridges:
Mac: I'll get to work on the Platte

MO_Lea:
::Accompanies medteam 2 out of the TL, down the corridor, and into sickbay then instructs them to move Commander Wall onto the biobed::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Let me know we get a response from Starfleet Command

FCO_Nichols:
@CO: Mr. Lefler is unconscious and in sickbay.  Permission to stay with him instead of returning to the bridge?

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
Bridges: aye, get to it

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
Bridges and you'll have repair team 2 to help

ENG_Bridges:
Mac: aye sir

MO_Lea:
::Activates the biobed scanner and begins thorough scans::

CO_Grant:
*FCO*: Negative , report to the bridge I want to hear what happened down there from you in person!

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: What will these signals do?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
McLeod: that’s ok, she's back, that’s all I care about, I much rather have you back safely


CIV_McLeod:
::nods at Mac:: Mac: I leave her in your capable hands ::moves to TL::

FCO_Nichols:
*CO*: Aye sir.  ::takes another look at Lefler:: Rynle: Take good care of him.

FCO_Nichols:
::exits sickbay::

CSO_KBeth:
OPS: The radio frequency should disperse the ionizationing long enough for our signals to get trhough and the "ghost signals" to escape

MO_Lea:
<Nurse Rynle> ::Injects Lefler with more Tri-ox compound and hyronaline::

MO_Lea:
::Injects Wall with a neural stimulant::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::teams 1 and 2 arrive::  Team 2: work with Bridges on the Platte and team 1 the Europa

FCO_Nichols:
::enters TL:: bridge.

MO_Lea:
Nurse Rynle: Progress?

MO_Lea:
<Rynle> MO: One moment...  ::Waits for reaction to compounds::

FCO_Nichols:
*Bridges*: They've got Lef in sickbay.  I'm heading for the bridge.  Thanks for all of your helpl down there.

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: O.K.

CIV_McLeod:
::takes TL to quarters::

FCO_Nichols:
::arrives on bridge looking slightly pale and extremely tired::

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends the transmissions toward the moon.::

FCO_Nichols:
CO: Reporting as ordered sir.

CTO_Psion:
::Nods to Nichols::

CSO_KBeth:
::monitors storms as transmissions are sent::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
*CNS*: Liz, I'd like to see if you may? but when I'm done here in the Shuttle Bay, say about an hour?

CO_Grant:
FCO: Welcome back aboard,

MO_Lea:
::Notices a marked improvement in Wall's synaptic activity. Continues to monitor the reactions::

ENG_Bridges:
*FCO*: thats good

CNS-Jiosa:
*EO*: Sure thing Mac just call and remind me ::smiles::

MO_Lea:
<Rynle> ::Sighs with relief as she sees Lefler's oxygen absorption has returned to normal::  MO: Clear.

CSO_KBeth:
::starts to record all signals, squeaks, grunts and growls from the surface::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Transmissions have been sent.

CO_Grant:
FCO: DId you see anything that implied an intelligence on the moon ?

MO_Lea:
Rynle: Good..

FCO_Nichols:
CO: Thank you sir.  I just wish my first Away mission could have seen us all walking and healthy instead of two members down.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
*CNS*: Liz, ok, because I really need to talk to you

FCO_Nichols:
CO: See? No sir.  Feel? I'm just not sure sir.

CIV_McLeod:
::enters quarters:: *XO*: How is XO Wall doing,  Doctor?

CTO_Psion:
::Remembers last away mission on Denill III was down more crew::

MO_Lea:
Rynle: Monitor Commander Wall's condition.  ::Exchanges places with Rynle to check Lefler's condition::

FCO_Nichols:
CO: As a telepath, I was sensing things that were disturbing.  Almost like a life form but not anything I've felt before.

CIV_McLeod:
<*MO*>

CO_Grant:
CO: very well then, but before the counselor leaves us, check in with her and debrief with CTO Psion. Small details you might have overlooked might be significant.

MO_Lea:
<Rynle>::Moves to Wall's biobed and begins new scans, mumbling something about Lea not trusting her reports::

MO_Lea:
*CIV*: Improving. Thank you for your help.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Acknowledged.  ::Nods::

ENG_Bridges:
::begins work on the Platte with team 2::

FCO_Nichols:
CO: Aye sir, anything else?

CIV_McLeod:
*MO*: Good to hear.  You proved an able captain.

CO_Grant:
FCO: Take your station then

CSO_KBeth:
OPS,CTO,CO:The signals have been dispersed.  I don't think they will be bothering anyone again.

CO_Grant:
CSO: Excellent.

FCO_Nichols:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Good, two trips was enough to this place.

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Should we launch a warning Buoy, just in case?

Nicke:
ACTION: transmission from starfleet indicates they have received the Delphynes current report and they will expect the completed report as soon as able.

MO_Lea:
::Almost laughs, if she were not so suddenly exhausted:: *CIV*:.. Thank you.

FCO_Nichols:
CNS: Can we talk when the shift ends?

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::checks the Europa's deflector shields::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Message from Starfleet, they acknowledge receipt of our brief and want the full report as soon as possible.

CO_Grant:
TO: NO buoy for now

CNS-Jiosa:
FCO: That would be agreeable, my office or is there some where else you prefer?

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
Team1: work on the Europa and get her ready to go

CIV_McLeod:
*MO*:Of course. McLeod out.   ::sits down and looks at duty schedule to see when he is on again::

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir. ::aww shucks!::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
<Head Eng> aye sir

CSO_KBeth:
::Stores the recording of the signals and starts the computer on analyzing them::

CO_Grant:
OPS: very good, as soon as all departments have sent in their reports we will compile and send it to Starfleet Command

FCO_Nichols:
CNS: That's fine with me.

TO_Hawkes:
::Begins analyzing the messages recorded from the ionosphere.::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::finishes his check and checks the Platte's deflector shields::

FCO_Nichols:
~~CTO~~: Captain wants us to "talk".  Shall we talk now or later?

MO_Lea:
::Looks over Lefler's vitals::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::self:: woah the mod transfer worked and successfully

CSO_KBeth:
::Does double take at sensors and notices that the storms seem to have quieted quite a bit now that the signals are gone::

CTO_Psion:
~~FCO~~ Later.  The Captain requires you at the helm for now.

FCO_Nichols:
::relieves sub. FCO and sits down::

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::exits the Platte and heads to the TL::  *CNS*: Liz, I'm finished here, I'll meet you in your office

CTO_Psion:
~~FCO~~  We shall discuss this in the mess hall.  I shall tell you about a crew  member named "Poulos"....

MO_Lea:
::Suddenly remembers:: *FCO/Bridges/CIV*: Please report to sickbay immediately for a brief medical scan before returning to active duty. Thank you.  ::Quickly closes her comm signal::

FCO_Nichols:
~~CTO~~: I'm going but I was hoping to ask you a couple of questions.

FCO_Nichols:
::looks at CO after hearing the MO's order::

CIV_McLeod:
::begins pulling off shoes when he gets message:: *MO*: On my way. ::puts shoes back on and exits room::

CNS-Jiosa:
*EO*: Acknowlegded ::stands ans heads to TL::

CO_Grant:
FCO: YOu may go for check up, we don't want to get on the bad side of the doctor do we?

ENG_Bridges:
::enters sickbay:: Mo: I'm here

CNS-Jiosa:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 2

FCO_Nichols:
::smiles, stands, and leaves bridge for sickbay anxious to check on Brian::

MO_Lea:
::Briefly passes the tricorder over Bridges, completes the scan:: Bridges: You are fit and ready to go.

ENGMacPherson-Quest:
::awaits for Liz::

Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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